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Friday Football Tipsheet

Presented By SportsBook Breakers
THIS WEEKEND WITH SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS:
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NFL is 7-0 the past week on guaranteed sides and has four guaranteed
sides among its seven Sunday selections, including a 4.5-STAR Side of the Week. There is also a
4-STAR Newsletter Side, and a pair of 4-STAR Totals. Get all seven plays for the SPECIAL low price
of $39 of web debit value!
SPORTSBOOK BREAKERS NCAAFB is coming off a 6-2 Saturday where it won its top five plays.
SBB has eight plays Saturday with a 5-STAR Guaranteed Side of the Month, two more 4.5-STAR Sides, and five 4-STAR Sides. There
are also 5 Trends Plays each including 1-2 trends/systems. Get all this for the great value of just $49 in web debit value!

SBB’s NFL PLAY ON ATS TREND:

T

SBB’s NCAA PLAY ON ATS TREND:

F

he Saints are 11-0 ATS (9.7 ppg) since September 28, 2008 as
a favorite versus any team with more wins.

lorida Atlantic is 11-0-1 ATS (13.5 ppg) since November 1,
2011 after a loss on the road.

SDQL TEXT: team=Saints and F and wins<o:wins and SDQL TEXT: team=FATL and p:AL and date>=20111126
date>=20080928

SBB’s NFL PLAY AGAINST TREND:

T

SBB’s NCAA PLAY AGAINST TREND:

C

he Cowboys are 0-13 ATS (-10.5 ppg) since December 25, 2010
coming a win versus any team with fewer wins.

olorado is 0-15 ATS (-13.8 ppg) since September 24, 2005 as
a road dog in non-Thursday games after a win.

SDQL TEXT: team=Cowboys and wins>o:wins and p:W and
SDQL TEXT: team=COLO and AD and day!=Thursday and p:W
date>=20101225
and date>=20050924

SUBMIT YOUR TRENDS:

SBB’s TOP NFL PLAYER TREND:

K

J

illersports.com is a collected effort of smart, savy individuals looking to capitalize in the world of sports and those
efforts include you! This is a group effort and in this section
we want you to team up and provide each other with the best
information possible! Submit your best and most interesting
trends to kyle@killersports.com and when they are active, will
will publish them in this section and credit you as the mastermind behind a great NFL or NCAA find

eremy Maclin is 0-10 ATS (-15.1 ppg) in his career coming off
a home game where he had at least six receptions.

SDQL TEXT: JMaclin:p:receptions>=6 and p:H

NFL BIBLE ACTIVE TREND:

O

U

SER Submitted: JAY1: Home dogs of no more than 3.5
points are 37-15-1 ATS in conference games coming off
a win as an away dog when their opponent is off a win as a
home favorite. Active on Kansas City.

AK008: The Raiders are 0-12 ATS as a dog when they covered by 10+ points last week.

SDQL TEXT: team=Raiders and D and p:ats margin>=7 and
season >= 2009

SDQL TEXT: HC and p:ADW and op:HFW and 0<line<=3.5

1

If you like what you see here, you will love the
2014 Killersports.com Weekly Newsletter
Subscribe now to the 2014 Killersports.com NFL Report. Each week, Killersports.com, MTi Sports and SportsBook Breakers will
provide 12-pages of hard hitting information for that week’s NFL and college football action. Included in the action-packed
content you can expect each and every week for 17 weeks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four (4) Full NFL Selections from MTi and SportsBook Breakers
MTi’s NFL Teaser Plays  with Exclusive Teaser Trends
NFL and NCAA Trend and System Breakdowns
NFL and NCAA Trends of the Week with the SDQL text
Dozens of NFL Trends for both Sides and Totals
NFL Player Based Trends
Weekly Annotated NFL Schedule Chart

To subscribe now visit Killersports.com and click on the link in the right-hand column

SBB’s NFL O/U TREND:

T

SBB’s NCAA O/U TREND:

he Ravens are 0-12 OU (-9.75 ppg) since Jan 13, 2007 as a
favorite when they won and covered their last two games.

S

outh Florida is 10-0 OU as a double digit dog, if the line in
their last game was between -10 and 20 if applicable.

SDQL TEXT: team=Ravens and F and streak>=2 and ats streak>=2
SDQL TEXT: team=SFL and line>=10 and season>=2006 and (game
and date>=20070113
number=1 or 20>=p:line>=-10)

SBB’s NFL SUPER SYSTEM

SBB’s NCAA SUPER SYSTEM

T

T

eams which are 1-2 after winning at least nine games last
eams are 135-98-8 ATS when this team won by more than
season are 35-55-2 ATS. Active against Indianapolis, San
three as an underdog the last time they faced this team
Francisco, New Orleans and Kansas City.
and lost by more than four points as a favorite the second last
meeting against this team. Active on USC.
SDQL TEXT: (wins=1 and losses=2) and Sum(W@team and
season)[team and season-1]>=9
SDQL TEXT: P:D and PP:F and P:margin>3 and PP:margin<-4

PICK SIXTY SPORTS WEEKLY TIP:
Almost everyone knows the song “Stuck in the Middle with You,” made famous from the movie ‘Reservoir Dogs’ in the early 90’s. Perhaps
less famous is the band who wrote the song, Stealers Wheel, and this week it’s the perfect soundtrack for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers who
are in Pittsburgh to take on the Steelers.
Tampa is one of four NFL teams this season forced to endure a three-game road trip with no byes in-between (the others are the Rams,
Broncos and Bengals). In classic Bucs fashion, Tampa opened the mini-tour with a complete blowout in Atlanta, 56-14. On-deck for Tampa is
a date with the New Orleans Saints, making this week’s game in Pittsburgh a ‘divisional sandwich’ of epic proportions!
SDQL Text: AD and p:AL and n:A and NB and n:week = week + 1 and 6 <= line <= 14 and total >= 44
Situations like this don’t occur often for the simple fact that they are difficult to handle; almost unfair for the road team. As you see with
the above text, road dogs between +6 and +14 points are 2-7 SU/ATS with 7 overs and 2 unders in the ‘middle’ game when coming off a
loss. They allow an average of nearly 40 points per game and given the Bucs’ horrible defense, we think it’s very likely Pittsburgh will score
into the 30’s. The Steelers are 32-24 O/U off a rushing game of more than 175 yards – tied for fifth highest “Over” percentage in database
history, and the Steel Curtain’s aging D just ain’t what she used to be. Look for Tampa to chip in with enough points to help bump this game
over the posted total.
Take the Bucs-Steelers OVER 44.5 points
Follow @PickSixtySports on Twitter or visit www.picksixtysports.com for weekly NFL picks and Best Bets

Note: It is not SportsBook Breakers recommendation to make plays based solely on one trend (our selections at killercappers.
com don’t). Weigh these trends along with other factors accordingly.
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